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NESACS Small
Business Symposium

The presentation of Arthur Obermayer and a report
by Jack Driscoll

Report from Rochester: Henry Aaron Hill
Who was Henry A. Hill?
NERM 2012
By Larry Powell
By Morton Z. Hoffman

Small Chemical Business Symposium
A report by Jack Driscoll, NESACS Public Relations Chair
Waltham, MA, Oct.11, 2012- When Nova Biomedical Corp. in Waltham, MA agreed to host the 926th meeting of the
Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS), we asked whether we could add an afternoon symposium to the venue and received an enthusiastic “yes.” Our section, NESACS, is the largest of the 187 sections of the ACS
with 7,500 members mostly in the greater Boston area. Most people are surprised to hear that. The symposium program is
described in the link below.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/109009584/Updated-Small-Chem-Biz-Symposium-Info

The program included a summary of
the ACS programs for Entrepreneurs, programs available from the Massachusetts
Small Business Development Center, the
startup of Nova in the 1970s, conventional
and Small Business Association (SBA)
financing. Other subjects included the
advantages of executive education for tech
entrepreneurs, non-dilutive and dilutive
equity funding and an enlightening talk on
the advantages of tweeting and other social
media for marketing your business.

Madeleine Jacobs, Executive Director
& CEO of the American Chemical Society,
the world’s largest scientific organization
with 164,000 members talked about jobs
and ACS programs for entrepreneurs,
described at http://www.acs.org/ei .
We had a number of our NESACS
members describe “True Stories of Chemical Entrepreneurs.” The first, by 60-year
ACS member, Arthur Obermayer,
described how he worked with Senator
Kennedy to get government R&D funding

Photos from the Cape Cod Science Café

(l-r) Tom Gilbert, NESACS Councilor; JenniferMaclachlan, co-organizer of the Café; Ruth
Tanner, NESACS Chair; Shirley Corriher, presenter at the Café; Diane Slater, presenter at the
Café; Anna Singer, NESACS Administrative secretary; Jack Driscoll, co-organizer of the Café.
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Jack Driscoll (PID Analyzers), Chair of the
NESACS Public Relations Committee, introducing the Science Café.

for small businesses in the early 80’s. This
became the NSF SBIR programs. He then
worked with Senators Bayh and Dole on
the Bayh-Dole Patent Act.
Pam Randhawa of the Movie “21”
fame (about MIT entrepreneurs who developed a system to predict the cards in blackjack) and a serial entrepreneur described
four of her new ventures in biofuels, drug
discovery, etc.
The last true story told by NESACS
Continued on page 13

by Morton Z. Hoffman

Café presenters: Shirley Corriher (recipient of
the 2013 ACS James T. Grady-James H. Stack
Award for Interpreting Chemistry for the Public), at left, and Diane Slater (Cape Cod Package Store) discussing how food changes the way
wine tastes.
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Report from Rochester:
NERM 2012
Morton Z. Hoffman, Boston University [hoffman@bu.edu]
NESACS Representative to the Board of Directors, Northeast Region of the ACS,
Inc.
ACS President, Cathleen Crudden
th
The 38 Northeast (Queen’s University), CSC President,
Regional Meeting Thomas Smith (Rochester Institute of
(NERM), 100 Years Technology), and Deryn Fogg (Univerof Creating a Better sity of Ottawa) about areas of common
Future Through cross-border interest and potential
Chemistry, which activities.

was hosted by the Rochester Local
Section, was held on Sunday-Wednesday, September 30-October 3, 2012, at
the Radisson Hotel Riverside on the
banks of the Genesee River in downtown Rochester, NY. Richard Hartmann (Nazareth College) and Terry
Bluhm (Xerox, retired) served as General and Program Chairs, respectively.
For a complete listing of the NERM
2012 technical program, go to
<http://nerm.sites.acs.org/>.
With 341 abstracts and 661 participants, including undergraduate students, the meeting featured oral and
poster presentations across a wide
range of the chemical sciences: nanostructured materials, chemistry and
human health, entrepreneurial practices, applied science, fuel cells,
bio-based polymers, imaging, photovoltaics, climate change, as well as the
traditional areas. In addition, the exposition had 39 displays by commercial
vendors and graduate school representatives, and an exhibit table from the
ACS Senior Chemists Task Force.
Workshops on careers, small chemical
businesses, and leadership training, a
half-day program for high school science teachers, and a short course on
nanoparticles and interfaces were also
scheduled. The meeting received significant sponsorship support from corporations, institutions, and ACS
divisions and local sections.
The meeting featured a joint
ACS/Canadian Society for Chemistry
(CSC) Presidential Event with a discussion among Bassam Shakhashiri
(University of Wisconsin-Madison),
4
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Corporate Patrons
$2000 - or more
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
Eisai Pharmaceuticals
EMD Serono
Genzyme Corp.
Johnson Matthey
Merck & Co.
Novartis
Pfizer Inc.
Schering Corp.
Strem Chemicals, Inc.
Vertex Pharmaceuticals

$1000-$1999
Boehringer Ingelheim
GlaxoSmithKline
Irix Pharmaceuticals
Lyophilization Services of NE
Sundia Meditech
Yes Bank

$300-$999

Joint ACS/CSC Presidential Event: (l-r) Bassam
Shakhashiri, ACS President; Thomas Smith,
Rochester Institute of Technology; Richard
Hartmann, NERM 2012 General Chair; Deryn
Fogg, University of Ottawa; Cathleen Crudden,
CSC President.

The meeting was also the occasion
for the presentation of Rochester Section awards: salutes to excellence,
recognition of the local chemistry high
school teacher of the year, the honoring of 50- and 60-year members, and
the Harrison Howe Award for Outstanding Chemical Research to Sunney
Xie of Harvard University. The ACS
Division of Chemical Education
Northeast Region Award for Excellence in High School Teaching was
presented to David Hostage of the Taft
School, Watertown, CT. Maria Hepel
(SUNY Potsdam) received the Northeast Region ACS Award for Achievements in the Chemical Sciences, and
Annemarie Ross (National Technical
Institute for the Deaf) was recognized
with the Stanley C. Israel Regional
Award for Advancing Diversity in the
Chemical Sciences.
NERM 2012 was also the occasion for the annual meeting of the

Cambridge Major Labs
Girindus
Merrimack Consultants
Organix
PCI Synthesis
Sigma Aldrich
Waters Corp.
Wilmington PharmaTech

Bassam Shakhashiri (University of WisconsinMadison) at his science teacher workshop presentation, “Exhortations for good teaching” and
chemistry demonstrations.

Board of Directors of the Northeast
Region of the ACS, Inc. (NERACS),
which includes representatives from
the following local sections: Binghamton, Central Massachusetts, Connecticut Valley, Cornell, Corning, Eastern
New York, Green Mountain, Maine,
continued on page 13

Monthly Meeting

The 928th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Joint Meeting: Northeastern Section, ACS and the Medicinal Chemistry Group

Symposium: Epigenetic Targets
December 13, 2012
Genzyme Corporation/Sanofi

153 Second Avenue, Waltham Massachusetts 02451
Northeastern Conference Room
3:00 pm Refreshments
3:15 pm Welcome
Raj (SB) Rajur, Program Chair, CreaGen Biosciences, Inc., Woburn, MA
3:20 pm Introductory Remarks
Norton P. Peet, Director of Chemistry, Microbiotix, Worcester, MA
3:30 pm-5:30 pm
Presentations: Invited speakers:
1) William H. Miller, Ph.D,
Director and Head of Chemistry, Oncology R&D, Cancer Epigenetics DPU, GlaxoSmithKline,
Collegeville, PA 19426-2990
Title: “Discovery of Small Molecule Inhibitors of the Histone Methyltransferase EZH2”
2) Dr. Dafydd Owen,
Research Fellow, Worldwide Medicinal Chemistry, Pfizer Worldwide R&D, Cambridge, MA 02140
Title: “Chemical Probes for Epigenetics”
3) Dr. Brian Albrecht, Ph.D,
Head of Medicinal Chemistry, Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA 02142
Title: “Inhibition of BET Bromodomains for the Treatment of Cancer”
Invited speakers:
4) Dr. Alex Meissner, Ph.D,
Associate Professor of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology.
Department of Stem Cell and Regenerative Biology, Harvard Medical school, Cambridge, MA
Title: TBA
5:45 pm Social Hour
6:30 pm Dinner
7:45 pm Keynote Presentation
Payment should be made by Paypal: Members, $30; Non-members, $35; Retirees, $20; Students, $10. Use the following link to logon to PayPal: http://acssymposium.com/paypal.html select the pay with credit or debit card option and
follow the additional instructions on the page. Dinner reservations should be made no later than 12:00 noon on Thursday, December 6, 2012. Please contact Anna Singer between 9 am and 9 pm at (phone/fax 781-272-1966) or secretary@nesacs.org Reservations not canceled at least 24 hours in advance must be paid. Anyone who needs handicapped
services/transportation, please call a few days in advance so that suitable arrangements can be made. Reservations not
canceled at least 24 hours in advance must be paid.
THERE ARE NO REGISTRATION FEES TO ATTEND THE SYMPOSIUM:
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Directions to Genzyme/Sanofi:
http://www.genzyme.com/~/media/Files/GenzymeCorp/PDF/directions_waltham.pdf
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Sunney Xie
receives the
Harrison
Howe Award

Sunney Xie (Harvard University), at right,
receives the Harrison Howe Award from David
McCamant (University of Rochester) at NERM.

The 2012 Harrison Howe Award from
the Rochester Section of the ACS was
presented to Xiaoliang Sunney Xie,
Mallinckrodt Professor of Chemistry
and Chemical Biology at Harvard University, at the Northeast Regional
Meeting (NERM) on October 2. The
Award, which recognizes outstanding
contributions to research in chemistry
by a young scientist with potential for
further achievement, consists of a
plaque and an honorarium. The Award
citation reads, “In recognition of his
major contributions to the emergence
of the field of single-molecule biophysical chemistry and its application
to biology, as well as to the development of coherent Raman scattering
microscopy.”
A leader in research at the interface of several disciplines where he is
striving to develop new physical and
chemical tools to solve compelling
biological problems, Prof. Xie presented the keynote lecture, “The Quest
for Non-linear Coherent Optical Imaging for Biology and Medicine,” at a
symposium in his honor, which also
featured talks by Edward Brown (University of Rochester), Haw Yang
6
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(Princeton University), and Peng Chen
(Cornell University), and a public lecture, “Life at the Single Molecule
Level.”
Prof. Xie received a B.S. from
Peking University in 1984 and a Ph.D.
from the University of California-San
Diego in 1990. After a postdoctoral at
the University of Chicago, he received
an appointment at Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory in 1992, and
joined Harvard in 1999. He is a Fellow
of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and a member of the National
Academy of Sciences.
The Award honors the memory of
Harrison E. Howe (1881-1942), an
alumnus of the University of Rochester
and a chemist at Bausch and Lomb
Optical Company. He was also
employed by Arthur D. Little in
Boston and Montreal, and served as a
colonel in the Chemical Warfare
Reserve of the U. S. Army during
World War I. As chair of a National
Research Council division, he was
instrumental in raising the funds necessary to build and furnish the Marine
Biological Laboratories at Woods
Hole. Howe also served 21 years as
editor of the ACS journal, Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry.
The Award was presented to Prof.
Xie by David McCamant of the
Department of Chemistry of the University of Rochester. u

New
Members
Invitation to attend a
meeting
You are cordially invited to attend
one of our upcoming Section meetings as a guest of the Section at the
social hour and dinner preceding
the meeting.
Please contact Anna Singer at
secretary@nesacs.org , (preferred),
or phone/fax 781-272-1966 between
the hours of 9am and 6pm. u

ACS Climate
Science
Toolkit
The ACS has issued a new Toolkit
<www.acs.org/climatescience> that
brings the fundamental scientific information together on one website with
resources to help members better
understand this important topic for
possible discussions with others in the
general public.
Developed by the ACS Climate
Science Working Group, which was
appointed by 2012 ACS President Bassam Shakhashiri and included, among
others, Jerry Bell (Chair), Peter
Mahaffy, Joseph Francisco, Susan
Solomon, Rudy Baum, and Mario
Molina, the material supports the
2010-2013 ACS Public Policy Statement on Climate Change that states,
“Climate change education for the
public is essential to informed rational
personal choices.” The information in
the Toolkit is designed to support the
efforts of ACS members in disseminating climate science information to
broader audiences, including elected
public officials at all levels and in all
branches of government.
The information is contained in
the following sections: Energy Balance
and Planetary Temperatures, Atmospheric Warming, Greenhouse Gases,
Oceans, Ice and Rocks. Extensive lists
of references and resources are provided, as well as narratives that are
written in language appropriate for
non-scientists, and can be used to initiate discussions about climate science
with particular audiences. u
What exactly goes on at NESACS’
monthly Board meetings?

www.nesacs.org/reports

Travel
Statement on the ACS vs.
Grants-in-Aid Leadscope Settlement

The Education Committee has awarded
a Grant-in-Aid of $350 to four undergraduates at the colleges and universities within the Northeastern Section to
enable the students to attend the ACS
National Meeting in New Orleans,
Louisiana, to present a paper at the
Undergraduate Research Poster Session
in the Division of Chemical Education.
Matching funds have been committed
by the institution to support the student’s travel. The recipients are also
required to participate in the Northeast
Student Chemistry Research Conference (NSCRC) in April/May 2013.
The awardees, research supervisors, and the titles of the papers are as
follows:
1. Lauren Gagnon, Emmanuel College
(Prof. Faina Ryvkin), Size Controlled Synthesis of Quantum Dots
for Biological and Chemical Detection.
2. Stephanie Murray, Stonehill College
(Prof. Leon Tilley), Improved
Preparation of 4-acetylamine2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1oxoammonium tetrafluoroborate
and Exploration of Use for Dehydrogenation of Ketones.
3. Casey Brodsky, Boston College
(Prof. Frank Tsung), Pd@Rh CoreShell Nanostructures for Electrochemical Energy Storage.
4. Bria Pelletier, Gordon College
(Prof. Joel Boyd), The Determination of the Optimal Crosslink Density for the Durability of AcrylicTitania Composite Photocatalytic
Support Materials.
Applications for the travel stipend are
accepted from students majoring in
chemistry, biochemistry, chemical
engineering, or molecular biology who
are in good standing with at least junior status, and are currently engaged in
undergraduate research. Abstracts for
the Undergraduate Research Poster
Session were required to be submitted
by electronic transmission to the ACS
National Headquarters by October 15,
2012 (11:59 pm EST). u

On September 18, 2012, the Ohio
Supreme Court handed down its decision in the long-running ACS v. Leadscope case, reversing in part and
affirming in part the lower court’s
judgment against ACS. The decision
reduced the lower court judgment
against ACS by $15 million (and associated interest), and ACS came within
a single vote of having the judgment
reversed on all issues before the Court.
To conclude this dispute, all parties
have now entered into a settlement
agreement.
The ACS Board of Directors,
comprised of the elected representatives of the Society’s members, authorized the filing of this case more than a
decade ago. In reaching its decision,
the Board considered recommendations that ACS file suit from its Governing Board for Publishing, which
oversees Chemical Abstracts and ACS
Publications, and two law firms, one
with nationally recognized patent
expertise. Although ACS believed in
the merits of its suit, the jury in
Columbus, Ohio, that heard the case
during the nearly eight-week trial in
2008 found against the ACS on its
claims. In addition, the jury found in
favor of Leadscope and its three

THE COMMITTEE ON
CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS
(CCAS) WANTS YOUR
FEEDBACK
Visit our page on ACS Network:
https://communities.acs.org/groups/
chemical-abstracts-service-committee
or contact Michael Filosa with
any suggestions at filosam@verizon.net

founders on three counterclaims
against ACS. By the time of the Ohio
Supreme Court’s decision, the value of
the trial court’s judgment, including
the jury’s verdict, interest, and fees,
exceeded $45 million.
In this settlement, the parties have
agreed to resolve this dispute and to
release each other from any further liabilities.
As a result of prudent financial
stewardship, ACS is able to satisfy the
full settlement amount with a portion
of its cash and investments. Therefore,
this payment will not impact the Society’s member dues; extensive products,
programs, and services advancing
chemistry; staffing levels; or the ability
of ACS to achieve its mission.
ACS appreciates and acknowledges the strong support it received in
the Ohio Supreme Court through briefs
submitted on its behalf by the State of
Ohio, the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, the Ohio State Bar Association,
the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association,
and the Ohio Council of Retail Merchants.
ACS remains committed more
than ever to achieving its vision of
“Improving people’s lives through the
transforming power of chemistry.”
ACS wishes Leadscope and its three
founders success in their endeavors.
A joint statement from the ACS,
Leadscope, Inc., and its three founders
follows:
“The American Chemical Society,
Leadscope, Inc., and its three founders
have reached a settlement of the litigation between them dating back to
2002. As a provision of the settlement,
the parties have agreed that all right,
title, interest, and ownership in the
Leadscope software and products that
were the subject of the litigation
belong exclusively to Leadscope. ACS
will
make
a
payment
of
$22,633,377.00 to settle and resolve all
claims. Each party is pleased to put an
end to this longstanding dispute.”
The Nucleus December 2012
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Northeastern Section
American Chemical Society Meeting
Small Chemical Business Symposium - October 11, 2012
By Arthur S. Obermayer
obermayer@alum.mit.edu
Because of my personal history, it
is a special pleasure for me to speak at
this meeting sponsored by the Small
Chemical Business Section of the ACS
on the day I am being honored for my
60 years’ ACS membership and the
day on which the Henry A. Hill Award
will be given. I have a lot of personal
history that relates directly to these
three areas. I am tremendously
impressed with the entrepreneurship
infrastructure that has developed in the
U.S. and is demonstrated at this conference – university courses on entrepreneurship, government aid, venture
capital, angel investment groups, political clout, and an ACS Small Chemical
Business Division and top management support of entrepreneurship.
None of this was available when I
started my own company in 1961. I

8
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was by nature an entrepreneur but
received little outside help. My company was self-funded for its first 20
years. At the beginning it only was my
friends and family who recommended
attorneys, accountants, and other professionals, but most of them had little
or no high-tech experience. Small businesses then were just considered businesses that were not successful enough
to be large. When I received my Ph.D.
at MIT in 1956, almost all of my
friends in chemistry took jobs at giant
chemical companies and didn’t understand why I chose my first job with a
small company that was then in the
rapidly growing field of producing
radio-isotopic chemicals. That company had received funding from the
first and only U.S. venture capital
organization then supporting high-tech,

American Research and Development
Company. But change was underway;
the watershed event that made our
nation aware of the role of small business, and especially its high-tech component, was the 1980 White House
Conference on Small Business. My
own detailed records of the evolution
from these early days are now in eight
linear feet of archives at the Chemical
Heritage Foundation.
Today I am going to briefly
describe three overlapping paths I have
travelled down, which relate to my
being here. They are my business and
professional activities, my American
Chemical Society activities, and my
political and legislative activities.
Five years after receiving my
Ph.D. I started Moleculon Research
Corporation in Cambridge. I have
always enjoyed the creative aspects of
starting an organization and have been
frustrated by the constraints of larger
bureaucratic organizations. About a
month after I started Moleculon I met
Henry Hill at an ACS meeting at a time
when he was considering starting
Riverside Research Laboratories.
Because we already had a facility and
were beginning to attract a small staff,
he joined with us, and about four years
later moved out of Moleculon to his
own facility in Haverhill. As an outgrowth of my previous employment,
Moleculon became a military contractor working primarily on nuclear
weapons effects and diagnostics using
sophisticated chemical methods. Here
are photos of Henry Hill, myself and
an Air Force Captain in a tunnel at the
Nevada Test Site, a mile underground
within Yucca Mountain.
By 1968, I wanted to see Moleculon move away from military contracts
into non-military and commercial
areas. The transition was difficult, but
a few years later we had developed a

NESACS Meeting
continued from page 8

Henry A. Hill in the early 1960s at Moleculon
Research Corporation

Arthur Obermayer, an Air Force captain, and
Henry Hill deep within Yucca Mountain

unique polymer membrane involving
nanotechnology, before that term
existed. We looked at many potential
applications for it and finally settled on
the most attractive market being for
controlled release drug delivery products. In 1982, we started a spin-off,
Moleculon Bio-Tech, which specifically focused on the pharmaceutical
market, especially developing transdermal patches. Two years later the
spin-off went public. In 1987, we
formed a strategic alliance with an
Australian pharmaceutical company,
and the following year they acquired
100% of the spin-off. The original
company, Moleculon Research Corporation, ended up with no facilities or
personnel, but it continues to exist as a
holding company in my home.
A highly publicized side issue to
our company’s main business was
when a Harvard Ph.D. chemist on our
staff, Larry Nichols, constructed a puzzle which we patented in 1972, but we
could not find anyone in the puzzle or
game business that wanted to market
it. The puzzle was essentially Rubik’s

Cube, and our patent issued long
before Rubik claims to have had the
idea. However, the marketers of
Rubik’s Cube would not take a license
on our patent, so we sued them. For
seven years, we went through various
levels of the Federal court system and
eventually reached a partial settlement.
I could spend the next hour providing
you the fascinating details, but we
don’t have the time.
The highlights of my ACS
involvement are as follows. In the late
1950s, I was chairman of the TV Committee of the Northeastern Section,
which had a regular program on Channel 4 hosted by Isaac Asimov. As an
outgrowth of this, he became a good
friend until his premature death. In the
late 1970s I helped Alexandra Melnyk
start the Small Chemical Businesses
Division. In 1982 I was chairman of
the Northeastern Section, and three
years later became chairman of the
Board of Trustees. During this time
Gus Esselen III indicated that he
wanted to give an award in memory of
his father. At my suggestion he agreed
to provide the award for Chemistry in
the Public Interest, which as you know,

continues to this day. My only other
significant ACS activity was initiating
the Northeastern Section website in
1996.
My involvement in politics was
minimal until 1968, when Salvadore
Luria, the Nobel Prize winning MIT
biology professor encouraged some
of us to support Gene McCarthy for
President. I went to Chicago for the
Democratic National Convention representing my brother’s newspaper.
The experience was so disturbing that
it motivated me to become politically
involved. My specific focus was to
oppose our incumbent Democratic
Congressman, who was vice chairman
of the House Armed Services Committee and a hawk on the Vietnam War.
Eventually I had the good fortune to
propose and act as Treasurer for the
winner in the next election, Father
Robert Drinan, Dean of the Boston
College Law School. Putting forth
Father Drinan’s name may have been
my most creative accomplishment.
Drinan remained our Congressman for
ten years. During Father Drinan’s initial campaign for Congress, I was
continued on page 12
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Henry Aaron On Receiving
Hill
the 2012
Henry A. Hill
Award
Who was Henry A. Hill?

Henry Hill was Chairman of our Section in 1963. He was very active in the
national ACS, and after being a member of, and chairman of several of its
committees, especially notably his
service on the Professional Relations
Committee, where he drafted the Professional Employment Guidelines. He
was Director of the ACS in 1971-1975
and was elected President-Elect and
became President in 1976.
Born in St. Joseph, Missouri he
obtained a bachelor ’s degree from
Johnson C. Smith University, then a
segregated university for “colored”
stu dents, as, they were then called.
Because of his excellent record he was
accepted at M.I.T., to study organic
chemistry, and obtained the Ph.D. in
1942 working under Prof. Robert C.
Hockett. He had the highest grades of
the graduate students in his class.
While at M.I.T. he became acquainted
with Prof. James Flack Norris of
whom he said:
He was the first big man I met who
was more interested in my ability to
learn chemistry than in the identity of
my grandparents
Not being able to obtain a position
in industry because of prevailing discrimination, he and a few colleagues
established a small consulting busi ness. In 1946 he joined Dewey &
Almy Co. as Research Supervisor and
in 1952 he became Vice President of
National Polychemicals which was
active in polymer chemistry. He
obtained patents for blowing agents.
In 1961 he established his own
research and consulting business,
“Riverside Laboratories” to be able to
pursue his research interests and to
allow him to participate in ACS activi ties.
After his untimely death in 1979,
friends and colleagues in the North eastern Section established the Henry
A. Hill Award for Outstanding Service
to the Northeastern Section. The first
10
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By Michael P. Filosa
First, I want to thank Dorothy and the
Award Committee for choosing me for
this award. I am very honored to
receive this award at this monthly
meeting in the presence of Tony Hill,
Madaleine Jacobs, the 50-, 60- AND
70-year members who are also being
honored, the NESACS board, guests
and especially, my wife, Anne Marie.
To receive an award in the memory of
one of NESACS and the ACS’s most
illustrious members is a true and humbling honor.
The October Meeting has always
been one of my favorite meetings. We
often have an ACS leader such as
Madeleine Jacobs or Bill Carroll as
speaker, we honor our senior members,
and we present the Henry A. Hill
Award. In 2004 after a particularly difficult stretch at Polaroid, I attended the
October Meeting to reconnect with the
section after a few years away. At that
meeting I had the pleasure of sitting
with Vivian Walworth while my friend
and former colleague at Polaroid, Don
Rickter, received the Hill Award.
In my previous tenure as an Alternate Councilor in 1998 I had not found
a job I really connected with, although
the Chairs during that period, Don
Rickter, Michael Hearn, and Doris
Lewis, (all Hill Award winners) had
award was made posthumously to
Henry A. Hill in 1980, his son
Anthony C. Hill, then a reporter for
WGBH, accepting the award. Since
then, 36 members of this section have
been thus honored, thereby hon oring
the memory of Henry A. Hill.
From an appreciation of Henry A.
Hill delivered at the 1991 Hill Award
meeting and based on notes of the late
Larry Powell. u

some suggestions.
However, I did begin to establish
many relationships with the NESACS
board at that time as I attended the
board meetings. I distinctly remember
the pride Arno Heyn, the 1986 Hill
Award recipient, took as he circulated
the proof of that month’s Nucleus to
the board. I had also always appreciated the link to section activities that
the Nucleus provided.
Soon after the 2004 October
Meeting, I was called by Myke Simon,
the 2001 Hill Award recipient, and
asked if I would consider being editor
of the Nucleus. I would be taking over
from Mark Spitler who was taking a
new job in DC. Although editing the
Nucleus is a demanding job requiring
close adherence to a production schedule for 10 consecutive months, attendance at Board Meetings, and
attendance at Board of Publications
meetings, I accepted.
Myke took me to see Arno for his
blessing a short two weeks before he
passed away, and I was on my way to a
major role in NESACS that excited
and motivated me. Now it is almost 8
years and 80 issues later. Time does
pass quickly.
I hoped to receive the Hill Award
someday, just as many of my NESACS
friends and colleagues have. I thought
it would take more time and a broader
leadership role in the section. Receiving this award tonight is evidence to
me of how much the Nucleus is valued
and appreciated by the Section and a
validation of the energy and devotion I
have given to it and NESACS.
Before I close, I also want to
specifically thank, all who help me
with the publication of the Nucleus, the
Board of Publications composed of
Mary Mahaney, Vivian Walworth,
Mindy Levine, and Jim Phillips. Also
Karen Piper, Vince Gale and Harvey
Steiner who are integral to the business
aspects of the publication, and all of
my content providers led by Mort
Hoffman with his photos and articles,
the writings of Mindy Levine, and the
calendar by Sheila Rodman.
Thanks again. I look forward to
2013 and the next presentation of the
Henry A. Hill Award. u

Photos from the October Meeting
Photos by Morton Z. Hoffman

(l-r) John Petersen (Executive Director,
IUPAC), Fabienne Meyers (Editor, Chemistry
International), Morton Hoffman (U.S. National
Representative to the Committee on Chemistry
Education, IUPAC)

(l-r) John Petersen (Executive Director,
IUPAC), Madeleine Jacobs (Executive Director
and CEO, ACS), Ruth Tanner (Chair, NESACS)

(l-r) Ruth Tanner (Chair, NESACS), Madeleine
Jacobs (Executive Director and CEO, ACS),
Arthur Obermayer (a 60-year member of the
ACS), Dorothy Phillips (Chair, NESACS Award
Committee).

(l-r) Ruth Tanner (Chair, NESACS), Donald
Rickter (a 60-year member of the ACS), Maddeleine Jacobs (Executive Director and CEO,
ACS), Dorothy Phillips (Chair, NESACS Award
Committee).

(l-r) Ruth Tanner (Chair, NESACS), James
Tilley (a 60-year member of the ACS),
Madeleine Jacobs (Executive Director and
CEO, ACS), Dorothy Phillips (Chair, NESACS
Award Committee).

Vivian Walworth, a 70-year member of the ACS
(second from the right), with (l-r) Ruth Tanner
(Chair, NESACS), Madeleine Jacobs (Executive
Director and CEO, ACS), and Dorothy Phillips
(Chair, NESACS Award Committee).

Robert Lichter introducing Madeleine Jacobs.

Madeleine Jacobs with her husband, Joe Jacobs.

Michael Filosa, winner of the Henry Hill Memorial Award for Outstanding Contributions to
NESACS (at right), with John Petersen (Executive Director, IUPAC) and Madeleine Jacobs
(Executive Director and CEO, ACS).

Celebrating the 50-, 60- and 70-year members
of ACS: (l-r) James N. Tilley, Wasy A. D’Cruz,
Vahe M. Marganian, Arthur J. Coury, A. C.
Mehta, George Palethorpe, William Hagar III,
Arthur S. Obermayer, Donald O. Rickter and
Vivian Walworth.
The Nucleus December 2012
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NESACS Meeting
continued from page 9

asked to testify on the subject of economic conversion at Senator
Kennedy’s Subcommittee on the
National Science Foundation. Economic conversion is basically how
companies, how communities, and
how the government can convert from
a military to a civilian economy, and
that is just the process Moleculon
Research was engaged in at that time.
During that time, I started or was
active in a number of small professional organizations related to this
field, including the Association of
Technical Professionals, the Federation
of American Scientists, the Research
Management Association, The American Association of Small Research
Companies, and the Smaller Business
Association of New England. Because
of my technical and political experience, Senator McGovern asked me to
join his speechwriting staff in his 1972
presidential campaign focusing on
small business, technology, and economic conversion issue. For example, I
remember prior to the election drafting
his response to questions, which
appeared in Chemical & Engineering
News and elsewhere.
During this time, I maintained my
good contacts with Senator Kennedy
and especially his science policy staff
member, who had been a classmate
and friend of mine at Swarthmore College. The National Science Foundation, until that time, had considered
itself a funder of only academic science, but Senator Kennedy recognized
that good research sometimes also
came from industry. In order to
broaden the outreach of the National
Science Foundation, he provided legislation that 12.5% of the funds under
their Research Applied to National
Needs Program go to businesses. As is
typical of government agencies, NSF
then disbanded that program and continued the activity under a new name,
which would not be subject to the
same restriction. Senator Kennedy’s
response was to require a much smaller
percentage, one-half of one percent of
the entire NSF budget, be directed to
12
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businesses. At that point, the NSF
realized that they had to come up with
a new program, which would allow
them to segregate the business-oriented
activity from the rest of NSF, and the
result was the Small Business Innovation Research Program. When the first
recipients were announced by NSF,
one-third were California companies,
one-third Massachusetts companies,
and one-third to the rest of the country.
Moleculon Research received two of
the 31 initial Phase I grants which
were then for only $25,000 each.
During the next six years, I testified at many Congressional hearings
and spoke at conferences in support of
the SBIR program. In 1979, the Small
Business Administration, under Milton
Stewart, established a priority to make
the SBIR program government-wide,
and at the1980 White House Conference on Small Business, we were able
to get delegates to vote it, together
with other high-tech legislation, to
became one of their top priorities. The
other legislation that was tied in with it
had been introduced by Senators Birch
Bayh and Robert Dole. It provides title
for inventions arising from government
grants and contracts to small businesses and universities. I had also testified many times in support of the
Bayh-Dole Patent Bill, which became
law later that year.
However, there was considerable
resistance by universities to having the
SBIR Act become government-wide.
Universities again saw this as infringing on their territory and didn’t want
someone else to get a piece of their pie.
Senator Kennedy continued to be the
prime mover in support of the SBIR
program until the Senate majority
changed from Democratic to Republican, at which time he encouraged
Republican Senator Warren Rudman of
New Hampshire to take over the leadership role because a Republican
would have more clout in getting legislation passed. Finally in 1982, after a
long struggle, the SBIR Act became
law for all government agencies.
Here is a photo of Senator
Kennedy, my wife and me at the bill
signing ceremony at the White House
Rose Garden. President Reagan invited

Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Obermayer pictured at the
White House Rose Garden with Senator Edward
Kennedy in 1982 at the signing of the SBIR Act.

the key people on the various committees that reviewed and approved the
legislation to stand with him during the
signing ceremony, but he didn’t invite
Senator Kennedy. At the last minute,
Senator Kennedy showed up and stood
with the audience. Everyone in the
audience knew that for a decade Senator Kennedy had been the guiding
force behind the legislation and shook
his hand rather than President Reagan
or those standing with him.
The Bayh-Dole Patent Act,
together with the SBIR Program, have
had a profound effect, especially in the
pharmaceutical industry. Prior to these
laws, almost all pharmaceutical
research was done in the laboratories
of the major pharmaceutical companies. Today, much of the best pharmaceutical research is done at universities
and small businesses, frequently under
government grants because they retain
title to patents, which potentially can
have great commercial value. Then
often a small business is started or
expanded using SBIR funds to demonstrate the feasibility of the research. If
the patented research shows enough
promise, large pharma will buy a
license, the patents, or the company
and conduct the expensive clinical testing prior to market introduction.
In summary what I learned is that
a scientist can have many opportunities
to do a lot of exciting, important and
creative work outside of the lab. u
Q. Exactly, how many awards and
scholarships does NESACS sponsor?
A) One

b) Two

c) Many

www.nesacs.org/awards

NERM 2012

Business Symposium

continued from page 4

continued from page 2

Mid-Hudson, New Haven, Northeastern, Northern New York, Norwich,
Penn-York, Rhode Island, Rochester,
Syracuse, Western Connecticut, Western New York. The Board reelected
Christopher Masi (Westfield State College) as Secretary and Wayne Jones
(Binghamton University) as Treasurer
of the Region; Julianne Smist (Springfield College) and Richard Cobb
(Kodak, retired) will continue as Chair
and Vice Chair, respectively, for
another year.
The Treasurer reported that NERACS has financial assets of approximately $34,000; seed loans of $4,000
each have been made to the organizers
of NERM 2012 and 2013, which will
be repaid when the books for those
meetings are closed. When the treasury reaches $50,000, the Board will
consider changes in the distribution of
meeting surpluses, and will look into
the possibility of creating additional
regional awards, including grants for
young chemists to travel to the meetings. A request for support of Project
SEED was received; the Board voted
to provide a one-time commitment of
$1,000.
The final report on NERM 2010 in
Potsdam, NY, which was hosted by the
Northern New York section, was presented and accepted. A discussion was
held about connections of that meeting
and future ones with the CSC with
regard to attendance, links on websites,
and joint programming.
NERM 2013 will be held
( http://nerm2013.sites.acs.org/ ) during
National Chemistry Week on Wednesday-Saturday, October 23-26, at the
Omni Hotel in New Haven, CT. The
host will be the New Haven Section
with Jeff Chin (Bristol-Myers Squibb)
and Kenneth White (Chemtura, retired)
as Co-chairs. It is to be noted that
NESACS will host a delegation of
German graduate students that week as
part of its NSYCC-JCF Exchange Program, which will include their participation in NERM 2013.
The NERACS Board voted not to
hold a NERM in 2014 due to the

Board Member, Raj Rajur, was about of the
start up of a contract drug discovery company.
We had very lively discussions on
financing small companies and how the
Nova start up (with no venture capital, just
bank financing) in the 1970’s could not be
duplicated today.
We had 50 participants at this meeting
with 30% NESACS members, 30% from
Universities, 30% small business owners,
and a number of patent attorneys. We also
had Vivian Walworth, an entrepreneur and
President and CTO of Stereojet, attend the
seminar. On Thursday evening she received
an award for being a 70-year member of the
ACS. She is still very active in NESACS
activities as a member of the Board of Publications.
This symposium was organized by Dr.
Mukund Chorgade, President of Chorgade
Enterprises, and immediate past chair of
the Small Chemical Business Div. of the
ACS, and Dr. Jack Driscoll, President of
PID Analyzers, LLC, and Public Relations
Chair of NESACS.
The symposium was sponsored by
NESACS, the NESACS Government
Relations Group, the Small Chemical Business Division of the ACS, and Nova Biomedical. u

Baassam Shakhashiri, ACS President (at left),
with Annemarie Ross, winner of the 2012 Stanley C. Israel Regional Award for Advancing
Diversity in the Chemical Sciences.

Participants in the Small Chemical Business
Best Practices for Entrepreneurs symposium: (lr) Lee Latimer (Chair, ACS Local Section
Activities Committee), George Ruger (Mid-Hudson Section), Jennifer Maclachlan (PID Analyzers, symposium organizer), Anahita Williamson
(New York State Pollution Prevention Institute),
John Borchardt (Southhaven Communications).

absence of bids.
The bid from the Cornell Section
to host NERM 2015 on June 10-13 had
been accepted at the NERACS Board
of Directors meeting last year; the
Memorandum of Understanding to
hold the meeting on the campus of
Ithaca College was approved. The
General and Program Chairs will be
Akiko Fillinger and Anna Larsen of
Ithaca College, respectively.
Bids are open for NERM 2016
and NERM 2017; interest in hosting
one of them was indicated by the Binghamton and Syracuse local sections.
The NERACS Board of Directors
will hold its next annual meeting in
New Haven, CT, on the occasion of
NERM 2013. u
Your one-stop source to career-related
links in the Chemical Sciences

www.nesacs.org/careers

A Greener
Nucleus
Sign up for electronic delivery
at www.nesacs.org
It is now possible to sign up for electronic delivery of the Nucleus at
www.nesacs.org . You can choose an
electronic-only option, a paper-only
option, or receive both an electronic
copy and a paper copy. The electronic
copy, in general, will be available two
to three weeks before paper copies
delivered by third class mail. Improved
timeliness should greatly enhance the
value of the Nucleus for our readers.
If you have any questions, contact the
editor by email at michael.filosa(at)
zink.com. u
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Calendar
Check the NESACS home page
for late Calendar additions:
http://www.NESACS.org
Note also the Chemistry Department web
pages for travel directions and updates.

These include:
http://chemserv.bc.edu/seminar.html
http://www.bu.edu/chemistry/events/
http://www.chem.brandeis.edu/colloquium.shtml
http://www-chem.harvard.edu/events/
http://web.mit.edu/chemistry/
www.chem.neu.edu/web/calendar/index.html
http://chem.tufts.edu/seminars.html [CHEM.]
http://ase.tufts.edu/chemical/seminar.htm
[CHEM. ENGG.]
http://www.chem.umb.edu/
www.umassd.edu/cas/chemistry/seminars.cfm
www.uml.edu/Dept/Chemistry/speakers.html
http://www.unh.edu/chemistry/seminars.html

Dec 03

Joseph Loo (UCLA)
Brandeis, Gerstenzang 121
4:00 pm

Dec 04

Fred West (Univ. Alberta)
UNH, Room N104 (L103)
11:10 am

Dec 05

Dr. Ruth Nussinov (National Cancer Institute;
Frederick, MD)
“Structural Networks of Signaling Pathways”
Northeastern, 129 Hurtig Hall
12:00 pm

Dec 06

Dr. Matthew Lockett (Harvard)
“The role of medium in protein-ligand
interactions”
UNH, Room N104 (L103)
11:10 am

Dec 07

Sukant Tripathy Symposium, UMass Lowell
Speakers:
Ken Geiser (UMass, Lowell)
Woohong Kim (Naval Research Labs)
Murugappan Muthukumar (UMass, Amherst)
Michael Rubner (MIT)
Susanta Sarkar (Sanofi Oncology)
Sunil Sharma (University of Delhi)
Michael Strano (MIT)
University of Massachusetts Lowell Inn &
Conference Center
50 Warren St., Lowell, MA 01852
8:00 am-4:30 pm

Dec 12

Prof. Amy Rosenzweig (Northwestern
University)
WPI, Gateway Park, Rm. 1002
12:00 Noon

Dec 11

Prof. Todd Lowary (Univ. Alberta)
“Furanoside Biosynthesis in Mycobacteria and
Campylobacters”
Tufts, Pearson Chemistry Building, RoomP-106
4:30 pm

Notices for The Nucleus
Calendar of Seminars should
be sent to:
Sheila E Rodman
email: serodman(at)hotmail.com u

2013
Candidates
for Election
The NESACS Nominating Committee has begun to develop the slate of
nominees for the election that will
take place in May 2013 for the following positions:
Chair- Elect
Councilor
Trustee
Director-at-Large
Nominating Committee
Esselen Award
Richards Award
Descriptions and responsibilities for
each of these positions can be found
in the Section’s Handbook at <http://
nesacs.org/about_handbook.html> on
the NESACS website.
The Nominating Committee welcomes all suggestions, including self
nominations. Send names for one or
more of these positions to the Chair
of the Committee, Ruth Tanner,
<Ruth_Tanner@uml.edu>. u
Your one-stop source to career-related
links in the Chemical Sciences
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